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Have you ever wished you could grow mangoes, coffee, oranges and other delicious tropical
plants… but find yourself limited by a less-than-tropical climate?If you long for Key lime pies at
Christmas, or homegrown bananas at breakfast, you’re not alone! Expert gardener and mad
scientist David The Good fought for years to figure out how grow tropical plants hundreds of
miles outside their natural climate range… and he succeeded!In PUSH THE ZONE: The Good
Guide to Growing Tropical Plants Beyond the Tropics, David the Good shares his successes and
failures in expanding plant ranges, and equips you with the knowledge you need to add a
growing zone or two to your own backyard. Based on original research done in North Florida,
PUSH THE ZONE is useful for northern gardeners as well. Discover microclimates in your yard,
use the thermal mass of walls to grow impossible plants and uncover growing secrets that will
change your entire view of what can grow where!"Featuring a foreword by Dr. David Francko, the
author of PALMS WON'T GROW HERE AND OTHER MYTHS.

About the AuthorTed Brownstein is a highly regarded researcher and popular writer with a broad
background in diverse fields. He holds a master's degree from the University of Wisconsin in
Biblical Studies and had a successful career as an economic analyst. Ted has dug deeply into
subjects as varied as interfaith religious studies, the life insurance industry, the stock market,
ancient Near Eastern history, Mayan archaeology and Florida history. His previously published
works include The Interfaith Prayer Book, a compilation of prayers from six world faiths (2001),
Sunshine Republic, a futuristic novel set in Lake Worth, Florida (2010), Pioneers of Jewell, a
documentary history of early Lake Worth (2013) and an expanded edition of the Interfaith Prayer
Book (2014). Brownstein is active in his community, serving on the Lake Worth Martin Luther
King Committee and the Lake Worth Centennial Committee, is co-founder of the Lake Worth
Interfaith Network, organizer of the Earth Day Peace Jam, and past president of the Kiwanis
Club. Born in New York City in 1951, Brownstein has been married since 1970, has two married
daughters and three grandchildren. He has been a resident of Lake Worth, Florida, since 1987. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Growing Coconuts Outside the Tropics?EndnotesDedicationTo Grandmom. I have no idea how
you manage to remember so many birthdays.AcknowledgmentsThis little book wouldn’t exist if it
weren’t for a few people who started my journey to thinking differently about cold. First I thank
Craig Hepworth for sharing his fascinating greenhouse and thoughts on cold and microclimates.
I also thank fellow writer Eric Toensmeier, who, though we have not met, inspired me with the
tales in his book Paradise Lot of zone-pushing in Holyoke, Massachusetts. Through his writing I
was also introduced to zone-pushing guru Dr. David Francko for the first time. I bought and
devoured his book Palms Won’t Grow Here and Other Myths which provided some solid science
to back my madcap experimentation, not to mention an infectious enthusiasm for the topic. My
debt to his excellent work led to my reaching out and asking the good doctor if he would write
the foreword to this book, which he graciously agreed to do. Further thanks are extended to my
loyal editor and oft-times typesetter Jeanne Logue, who has faithfully made what I write better,
book after book. I thank Rick Morris, Larry Grim, and Mart Hale for always experimenting and
making me think, as well as my faithful friend Allen Dovico who has likely spit-planted more
loquats than anyone in history. Extra thanks go to Sam Singleton for testing out some of my wild
ideas and proving that they do indeed work. Additional thanks to Bill Hall of B & G Blueberries
who shared his commercial methods of frost protection over many interesting conversations.
Oliver Moore (who originally taught me to lose my fear of grafting—thank you, Oliver!) and his
experimentation also must be mentioned, along with the endless encouragement of my friend
and fellow plant geek Andi Houston. Joe Pierce of the Mosswood Farm Store in Micanopy was a
big help with growing bananas outside their range. Paul Miller of Rainbow Star Farm in
Gainesville helped me think more about the possibilities in plant genetics. Vox Day at Castalia
House must also be thanked effusively for editing and putting my books in print and getting the
two previous “Good Guide” books to hit number one in their Ebook Tops categories—and for
pushing me to get new gardening books done and out, even though he’s allergic to nature and
suspects I’m insane. I also thank my parents for homeschooling me and getting me started in
gardening. More regards must be given to my grandpa, Judson Greene, for getting me



interested in growing pineapples and to my grandmom on the other side, Joy Perry, for being a
tireless cheerleader of my garden writing. Cathy Bowers, my friend and our go-to medical expert,
has also provided me with many gardening ideas over the years and inspired me with her
hugelkultur projects and marvelous banana circle. Thanks also to M for inspiration and tweaking
the design on my books, and to the other M for being marvelously Finnish. Andrew Chandler’s
illustrations make book covers great again, and I appreciate his great work ethic and deft pen. I
also thank my many readers at who ask regularly, “Can I grow this here?” and keep me thinking
while egging me on to great things. Finally, I thank my witty and beautiful wife, Rachel, for being
a sounding board and a cheerful companion on the garden path.Foreword by Dr. David A.
FranckoAuthor of Palms Won’t Grow Here and Other MythsI wrote Palms Won’t Grow Here and
Other Myths in the early 2000s to help counter “zone bias” among folks living in colder winter
areas. The notion that “those things won’t grow here”—wonderful ornamentals like Southern
magnolias and cold-hardy palms and bananas—simply because one lives on the wrong side of
the Mason-Dixon line turns out to be more about cultural inertia than the actual biology of the
plants themselves. At the time, we were living in Zone 6 in Oxford, Ohio just north of Cincinnati.
To me, it made no biological sense that “Southern” ornamentals, such as crepe myrtles and
Southern magnolias, were easy to find in big box stores in northern Kentucky but largely absent
from the same stores located just across the Ohio River in southern Ohio.Fast forward to 2006
when I took a new position as Dean of the Graduate School at the University of Alabama, and
we relocated to Tuscaloosa. Located in West central Alabama, Tuscaloosa’s long-term climate is
most decidedly Zone 8. As a refugee from Zone 6, I was in plant heaven!Yet I quickly learned
that, although I had left the harsh winters behind, the sunny South had its own version of zone
bias. Tuscaloosa had plentiful numbers of mature old palm trees—windmill palms (Trachycarpus
fortune), cabbage palmettos (Sabal palmetto), and even much less cold-hardy jelly palms (Butia
capitata). Many yards featured mature cycads and even some Satsuma mandarin orange trees
(Citrus unshiu), along with the ubiquitous camellias and other keystone species of the Deep
South. Yet in 2006, when I visited local nurseries to purchase these same palms and related
ornamentals for my new home landscape, I could not find them. Instead, I was greeted with the
same “those things won’t grow here” that I heard in Ohio! Things have changed a great deal in
the past decade, and zone bias is much less an issue in terms of plant availability and
acceptance in most of the country—with emphasis on “most”.Many Southerners erroneously
believe that “north” is all the same with regard to climate and plant adaptability, despite the fact
that Cincinnati and St. Louis are more than four hundred miles south of Minneapolis. Similarly,
most folks mistakenly associate the whole of the Florida peninsula with the tropics, when, in
truth, the south side of Miami is some four hundred plus miles south of the Florida/Georgia/
Alabama border. And so, Floridians can and do fall prey to two forms of zone bias: one, that once
you hit the Florida line you can automatically grow anything anywhere, and two, that with regard
to tropicals and true subtropicals, “those things won’t grow here”—unless you live in extreme
South Florida.And that’s why David’s new book, Push the Zone, is so insightful. In it, he



addresses the fact that although winter temperatures in northern Florida do on occasion get cold
enough to damage or even kill true tropical (and even some subtropical) ornamentals and food
plants, there are numerous easy strategies for overcoming these limitations. His sections on mini
greenhouses, taking advantage of favorable microclimates, mulching regimes, and the use of
landscape fabric and the like offer many pathways to success for the motivated home owner to
create a true tropical paradise. And because the northern Gulf Coast and coastal Southeastern
U.S. share a similar climate with North Florida, his book and insights are directly applicable to
folks in these areas as well. I also found many tips to be things that transcend any specific USDA
zone. Now that my family and I have once again relocated back to Southwest Ohio, I am looking
forward to trying them out in our new home landscape here in Lebanon, Ohio (Zone 5b).To top it
all off, David’s writing style is accessible and just plain fun to read, even for the lay person with
only a minimal interest in pushing the zone! Hope you enjoy it as much as I did!Dr. David A.
FranckoLebanon, OhioOctober 2016IntroductionThis book won’t help you grow limes in a
Minnesota backyard. It won’t help you grow cocoa on a Manhattan rooftop. Additionally, it won’t
help you find the girl of your dreams. Although you probably already knew that.What it will do is
give you a broader growing range. If you’re a few hundred miles from a warmer climate where
something you want to grow lives, the following ideas might just be able to get that plant working
in your backyard, much to the surprise of your neighbors.I have to start with an apology to
gardeners in the far north. Though I research extensively before writing a book, I also feel that
research is incomplete unless I have first pressed it into action on my own homestead. The
farthest north I have lived and gardened is Middle Tennessee, so I do not have personal
experience with shoveling snow, heating a greenhouse with propane, or getting frostbite while
checking the mailbox. One disappointed Ebook Tops reviewer of my book Compost Everything
wrote, “I liked it ok but so much of it is about composting in a mild climate. I’m up north and a lot
of it just doesn’t apply.”The broader concepts do apply, however, even if the methods do not
exactly fit your climate. The criticism on Compost Everything wasn’t exactly fair, either, as most
everything in that book was universal. No, I didn’t cover the possibility you’d need to hack your
way to the compost pile with an ice axe, or how to compost penguin carcasses, but I did cover
what needs to happen for you to turn a wide range of materials into beautiful soil while avoiding
throwing away potential fertility for your garden.If I were to write this as an academic text I could
certainly research exact methods for growing mangos in a heavily insulated greenhouse when
outside conditions are sub-zero; however, not having had experience with that myself, I would
rather not make pronouncements from thin air. My work has been done in the milder climate of
the south; which, though “mild” by temperate standards, is still deadly for most equatorial plant
species. When I talk about the potential for growing a papaya on the south wall of your house,
move the zones up if you live in Ireland. Instead of trying for a totally tropical plant, apply the
method to something not commonly grown in your climate… but something with a little more
cold-hardiness than papayas (Carica papaya), also known as paw-paw or melon trees. Peaches
(Prunus persica), for instance, or Japanese persimmons.Just look to see what is growing in the



zone to your south, and use the hacks in this book to see if those tempting topiaries will grow for
you in your microclimate.I grew up in the balmy tropical climate of South Florida (USDA Zone
10). Mangoes (Mangifera indica) grew in my grandparents’ backyard. Finger banana trees and
pineapple plants (Ananas comosus) were scattered here and there throughout our
neighborhood. Frangipani bloomed in our front planter and coconut palms hung over the million-
dollar yachts that lined the canals.But when I moved to North Florida and hit winter for the first
time, I realized I was no longer in the land of hot beaches and 60-degree overnight lows in
December. The first frosts hit us in November, then we had a couple of freezes (including one
that dropped into the teens overnight) which made short work of the papaya, mangoes, and
other tropical plants I had lovingly planted in the yard over the summer.I know, “Cry me a river,”
you northerners are thinking, “It’s 30 below where I live… in June!” Sorry about that. No really. I
feel terrible. In fact, there’s a tiny violin playing behind me.If you live in USDA Zone 8 or south,
having a simple single-layer greenhouse can get you through the winter easily. After that first
winter of dead mangoes, I bought one from Ebook Tops in order to stretch my growing zone a
little.When I set up that greenhouse for the first time, I was excited to feel how hot it got inside as
soon as I zipped the doors and windows shut. I loaded it up with all my cold-sensitive plants then
put a thermometer inside so I could keep an eye on the temperature.Within the next few days,
we got our first frost. The night of the frost, I closed up the greenhouse and went inside. Late at
night I went out to check the thermometer. It was almost as cold inside the greenhouse as it was
outside! That wasn’t good. I quickly strung up a bunch of Christmas lights, plus a few flood
lamps, then plugged it all in via an extension cord.The next morning when I went outside after
breakfast to open up the greenhouse, the sun was shining brightly and it was quite warm when I
stepped inside. Too warm! I checked the thermometer—it was already reading in the 90s. Uh-oh.
I really needed to stay on top of my venting or I was going to cook something. So I did, diligently
shutting the greenhouse on chilly nights and quickly opening it again in the morning once things
had warmed up.Then I had an epiphany. I remembered reading somewhere that some
gardeners in cold climates used walls of water-filled barrels to absorb the heat of the sun during
the day. At night, the warmth would radiate out from the barrels and moderate the temperature in
their homes or greenhouses. I decided to try it in my greenhouse. A friend of mine had a source
for 55-gallon plastic drums, so I bought eight of them and placed them at regular spacings along
both walls of the greenhouse, then filled them to the top with water and screwed the bungs
closed. Once I did this, the temperature at night quit dropping as close to freezing… which is
what I’d hoped for.But something else happened as well. One Sunday not long after putting the
drums in the greenhouse, I went to church and forgot to open the greenhouse before I left. After
lunch, my family and I went to some friends’ house for lunch and, half-way through the meal, I
remembered the greenhouse.“Oh no! They’ll all be cooked!” I exclaimed. That got me some
weird looks. Excusing ourselves, we raced home and I nervously opened the greenhouse,
expected to be greeted by the odor of steamed papaya, blanched mango seedlings, and
roasted canna lilies. Instead, the temperature was in the 80s. It was quite pleasant, despite the



cheerfully blazing sun above.At that point I realized: the barrels worked both ways. I no longer
needed to freak out over unzipping the greenhouse during the day, and I didn’t have to worry
about it freezing overnight. If your freezes don’t last too long, try it. You’ll be amazed. When it
comes to frost protection, thermal mass is your friend. The main thing I like about the water
barrel method is that it’s totally low-tech. I hate dealing with electricity, propane, gadgets, and
wires. The simpler, the better. Plus, it uses a readily available source of free energy: the
sun.Some thin plastic sheeting and a few barrels of water allowed me to grow plants outside
their range without any extra overhead.Farther north, you’ll need to be more clever with
maintaining greenhouse warmth in the winter. Double-insulating, attaching it to the side of a
house, creating a rocket mass heater inside… there are many ways to push it without spending
too much extra money on heating; however, there will be a point of cold where you just can’t pull
off keeping tropical plants alive without spending some cash on a serious heating system. If I
lived in a colder climate, I would likely just set up an indoor room with grow lights in the winter to
keep my tropical specimens alive and skip the expense of a full greenhouse, except perhaps a
simple unheated one for season extension and starting seedlings in the spring.After having
great success with moderating my little greenhouse with passive heat, I started actively
experimenting with zone-pushing. I read everything I could find on microclimates. I planted
seeds and transplants in unlikely locations and way outside of their natural ranges. I put orange
trees next to ponds and barrels of water next to delicate fruit trees. I visited other people’s
gardens and noted which plants were thriving outside their supposed tolerances. I visited a pit
greenhouse and saw a jackfruit growing in the North Florida town of Citra, far from the warmth of
the tropics. I witnessed huge stalks of ripe bananas in Gainesville. I saw an orchid tree thriving
beside an Ocala street. I planted citrus in the shade. I successfully kept a royal poinciana tree
growing for multiple years without protection in my North Florida food forest. I grew pineapples
next to walls and around oak trees.In short, I tested, tweaked, experimented, observed, and
zone-pushed the heck out of my plant collection… and made some surprising discoveries.And
now I’m handing over those discoveries to you.May they bear much fruit!David The
GoodChapter 1 Twenty-two Reasons to Push the ZoneSo… why would one want to push their
growing zone and fight to grow edible tropical plants out of their “natural” range? Here are twenty-
two reasons!1. Because You CanJust because. That’s the kind of reasoning your mom gave
when you asked her why you couldn’t stay up late and watch DS9, right? Turn it on the whole
world!2. Year-round FruitYep. If you manage to pull off some of these tropical species, their fruit
bearing can take you right through the holidays and beyond.3. Growing MangosMangos are
likely the world’s most delicious fruit. Just the possibility of having them in your backyard is
tantalizing, is it not?4. Bragging Rights“Oh, you grow pears? That’s nice. I’m growing starfruit.
And coffee.” Devastating! You’ll be the envy of all your gardening friends. My key lime, coffee,
and papayas always extracted oohs and ahhs when I gave garden tours through my decidedly
non-tropical homestead.5. The ChallengeOnce you get good at gardening, you start to seek new
thrills. Radishes and cabbage are gateway plants. Then you get into the harder stuff, the long-



term addictions, like planting orchards. Eventually even that isn’t enough of a thrill, so you start
tying mango trees to walls and putting heat lamps and humidifiers on indoor cocoa trees.6.
Exotic CookingWe grew key limes out of their natural range because my grandmother used to
make the best key lime pie for Christmas every year down in Ft. Lauderdale where I grew up. Key
limes were part of my culinary history, and I had to get them back. And I did. Thanks to zone-
pushing my wife made Grandma’s key lime recipe multiple times (though she often substituted
her own grandmother’s recipe instead, much to my horror. Meringue? Wrong!). Key limes are just
one option. Do you enjoy mango salsa? Lemongrass tea? Peaches in Paris? Piña coladas?
Getting caught in the rain? Grow your own!7. VarietyYour climate only offers so many options. If
you’re in peach country, you might get tired of peaches. If you own a pecan orchard, you’ll
probably want pistachios. Zone pushing gives you a taste from another place.8. Beating the
ClimateWhether the globe gets hotter or cooler, the tips you’ll learn in this book will give your
gardens much more resiliency. When you see how things work together and how you can play at
the edges of your range, you’re more likely to get yields when the weather is less than friendly.9.
MangosDid I mention mangos? Because mangos are a really good reason to push the zone.10.
Feeding Your SoulMany of us long for the tropics. A Caribbean beach is the wallpaper on the
computer… a Hula girl on the dashboard… a palm-bedecked curtain on the window of a home
office… the tropics are a symbol of freedom and long, lazy days far from spreadsheets and ice-
encased windshields. A tropical garden around a backyard patio can be a place of escape from
the day-to-day. A portal to peace.11. SpicesMany of the world’s best spices come from the
tropics. What if, rather than buying all your spices, you were able to grow some of them?
Cinnamon, pepper, lemongrass… marvelous!12. Confusing the ExpertsThe experts love to tell
you what you can’t grow. Various “experts” told me that I couldn’t grow key limes, couldn’t grow
papayas, couldn’t grow soap nut trees… and yet, I did. And I enjoyed rubbing it in.13. Being a
Backyard ScientistThere is still a lot we don’t know about plant genetics and their ability to
handle the cold. By planting tropical plants out of their normal range and keeping records of how
they respond, you can add to scientific knowledge. If you deliberately plant lots of seeds and see
what happens, you may even be the originator of a new cold-hardy variety of one of your favorite
fruits or vegetables.14. MangosMangos!15. Increased BiodiversityAdding new species to your
yard makes for a more robust and complex ecosystem. Some of the tropical plants I added
brought in more bees, butterflies, and other good guys. Plus, when someone asks you what the
heck you think you’re trying to do by planting “that tree” here, you can virtue signal and say
you’re “increasing biodiversity.” It sounds very noble, right? And in reality, it does make for a
much more interesting garden.16. They Taste GoodThere are some flavors you can only find in
certain places. The crisp grape-like crunch of a jaboticaba fruit, tantalizing the tongue with
undertones of cotton candy… the tangy refreshing juice of a fresh starfruit… the honey-and-
sunshine melting flesh of a Japanese persimmon. Adding exotic and delicious plants to your
garden adds excitement to the table.17. They Fetch a Good PriceIf you are farming for profit or
considering doing so, you can up your game and your profits by selling something exotic that



your customers will be amazed you grew locally. I knew a man who made as much as $1500 in a
weekend by transporting one species of tropical fruit from South Florida up to North Florida and
selling them to local ethnic markets. He pulled this off twice a year! What if you grew something
locally, such as papaya, and sold it at a farmer’s market a few hundred miles from where anyone
would expect locally grown papaya to be sold? Or what if you grew cherries in apple country?
Profit.18. Homegrown MedicineMoringa, lemongrass, aloe, and other medicinal plants from the
tropics can be grown in your yard with proper preparation, allowing you to gain their health
benefits without having to purchase them in tiny quantities for a big price.19. Multiple
UsesBanana trunks can be used to feed pigs, and the leaves can be used as weed block.
Moringa can help purify water. Razor-edged pineapple plants can be used as a burglar
deterrent. There are multiple uses for some tropical plants, which make them worth growing,
even aside from their sweet harvests.20. A Hidden Calorie StashSomeone might steal your
tomatoes and watermelons. They’re less likely to steal your African yams. Recognizable local
crops are a target for theft; unrecognizable tropical foods will likely sail right through
undetected.21. Being a RebelFolks say “you cain’t do something,” an’ that makes ya mad and
crazy! Unleash that rebellion, and push back against the established wisdom and nature itself!
22. It’s Fun!Pulling off growing something unexpected is exiting. The first bloom on a lemon…
the bud of a pineapple emerging from a rosette of dew-bedecked leaves… the taste of your first
local nectarine… it’s a great game to play and a lot of fun.So… are you ready to get started and
push the zone? Let’s jump in and get growing!Chapter 2 Should You Buy a Greenhouse?At first
glance, a greenhouse seems like a luxury for the average gardener. He imagines himself picking
tomatoes in January, harvesting fresh salad greens and herbs for a New Year’s party, or
gathering fresh-cut flowers on Valentine’s Day for the woman of his dreams (who may not have
appeared yet).But the price? Is it worth it?You can imagine the gardener looking at greenhouses
in a catalog with a calculator perched on his knee. Hmm; how many fresh cucumbers would it
take to pay this baby off… wait, what if I started all next year’s transplants in it; how much would
that save? Hey! What if I grew cacao and sold the fresh nibs to the organic market?
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CoffeeDad34, “Helpful-ish. Great info on the temperature-increasing options and the range
differences between young and old plants that are almost never mentioned for growing
conditions. The only thing missing is how many temp degrees are possible with the various
zone-increasing choices and potential additive effects with multiple combinations. ("a few
degrees" is all David mentions.)”

frogz, “A fun read. I enjoyed reading this book, David has a great sense of humor and an
experimenter`s heart. I will definitely be pushing my zone!”

Lori M, “Grow a bigger garden!. Another great garden guide and reference on how to make a
more productive garden in whatever zone you may be living in.”

Julie, “I have all the David The Good books. I have all the David The Good books. Why?
Because they are worth every penny I spent on them and this one is no different. Always
practical advice. (And internet with all its glamorous censorship isn’t exactly reliable any more). I
prefer to have a book I can hold and read in my hands. No electricity required My winters get
down to the teens but I love lemons. This book has helped me grow some in my climate that’s far
removed from the tropics. Something I had previously failed at. Thank you David. Love your work.
”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome book!. Great book for anyone interested in using microclimates
for growing plants outside of their natural range.”

The book by David The Good has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 20 people have provided feedback.
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